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                                                    Are you and your loyal four-legged friend no longer able to enjoy the outdoors together? Discover the InnoPet dog prams.
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                                                    InnoPet offers premium quality dog prams for all types of dog sizes and for every situation.
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                                        Check out our other products and find the perfect fit for you and your dog.
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							Go outside carefree again with your best friend

										Are you and your loyal four-legged friend no longer able to enjoy the outdoors together? With the InnoPet dog pram you can experience all the beautiful moments together again. Regardless of the situation.

						
									
						Discover the dog pram
						
  
					
													
						Find a store
						
  
					
							

		

	



	
        
            
                
                                            
                            
            
  
    

                        

                        
                            
            
  
    

                        

                    
                                            
                            Our mission:  A lifetime connection with your pet
                        

                                    

                
                    Enabling dogs and their owners to always be together. That’s what InnoPet stands for. Our products enable you to push boundaries and go on adventures together again. No limitations, but possibilities. And we have been creating those possibilities for 15 years now.
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                                    For every situation and for every dog

                                                    
                        Every dog is different. Different breeds, different sizes and different ages. But every dog must be able to discover the world, right? That’s why our products are suitable for all dogs and every stage of life. What are you going to do together? 
                    

                            

                            
                                            

                                                                
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                                                            

                                                                                                    Walk together

                                                                                                    
                                        Do you want to make that lovely walk in the park or in the forest together again? We have a solution for everyone. Whether you want to enjoy nature or the city: your loyal friend will join you. 
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                                                                                                    Cycle together

                                                                                                    
                                        Do you like cycling? Your dog can join you. Dogs love it, with their nose in the wind and fluttering hair. Enjoy long distance cycling tours with our bike trailers. Suitable for every weight and every size. Nothing will stop you. 
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                                                                                                    Travel together

                                                                                                    
                                        Are you going to travel? Whether you travel by car or public transport: you want to bring your pet safely with you. Our bags, trolleys and (travel) benches are perfect for that. Wherever you go.
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                                                    Are you going to travel? Whether you travel by car or public transport: you want to bring your pet safely with you. Our bags, trolleys and (travel) benches are perfect for that. Wherever you go.
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                                    Find an InnoPet dealer close to you
                                

                                                    

                    
                                            
                            Want to make sure our products are the right fit for you and your dog? Experience the InnoPet products in real life. With more than 800 points of sale across Europe, there is always a store nearby.
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									Our customers' favourites

							

							
											
    
                    
                
            

                
            InnoPet Premium Cozy

                            As best friends go, your dog surely is head-of-the-pack. This is why InnoPet have designed the top-of-class Premium Series of dog prams, to ensure your fur-baby is afforded a superior level of comfort and enjoyment, with every detail considered. To make the Premium Series even Cozzzier, InnoPet have designed various accessories exclusively for the Cozy, including fleece-covered mattress, rain cover and a pneumatic tire-set
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            InnoPet Comfort Air ECO

                            Does your dog have a medical condition, don’t you want too large distances for your puppy or is he too old to make long walks? Then, you need the dog pram. You buy the InnoPet Comfort Air ECO because you only want the very best for your loyal four-legged friend.
Maximum comfort thanks to the large pneumatic tyres, a spacious lying surface, strong fastening lines and lots of ventilation. The pram can handle a weight up to maximum 25 kilos. Are you on the road or don’t you use the pram for a while, you can fold it with just one hand and store it compactly. Quality and comfort for you and your pet.
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            InnoPet Sporty Dog Trailer Deluxe

                            The Sporty Dog Trailer is more than just a dog stroller, it is the perfect way to enjoy all your favourite activities with your best friend. Take your dog to the park as a puppy and play or let it sleep for a while. Or enjoy a lovely cycling tour with your senior dog! Whether you go cycling or walking, this multifunctional dog trailer ensures that you and your dog can explore the world together, even if it seems limited due to disability.
This sporty bike has a streamlined design. There is a lot of ventilation. The large pneumatic tyres ensure maximum comfort and a lot of attention has also been paid to safety. For example, extra strong hooks have been placed in the cabin to safely secure your loyal four-legged friend. Use the Sporty Dog Trailer for cycling or walking – an iconic InnoPet product.
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            InnoPet Premium Cozy

                            As best friends go, your dog surely is head-of-the-pack. This is why InnoPet have designed the top-of-class Premium Series of dog prams, to ensure your fur-baby is afforded a superior level of comfort and enjoyment, with every detail considered. To make the Premium Series even Cozzzier, InnoPet have designed various accessories exclusively for the Cozy, including fleece-covered mattress, rain cover and a pneumatic tire-set
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            InnoPet Comfort Air ECO

                            Does your dog have a medical condition, don’t you want too large distances for your puppy or is he too old to make long walks? Then, you need the dog pram. You buy the InnoPet Comfort Air ECO because you only want the very best for your loyal four-legged friend.
Maximum comfort thanks to the large pneumatic tyres, a spacious lying surface, strong fastening lines and lots of ventilation. The pram can handle a weight up to maximum 25 kilos. Are you on the road or don’t you use the pram for a while, you can fold it with just one hand and store it compactly. Quality and comfort for you and your pet.
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            InnoPet Sporty Dog Trailer Deluxe

                            The Sporty Dog Trailer is more than just a dog stroller, it is the perfect way to enjoy all your favourite activities with your best friend. Take your dog to the park as a puppy and play or let it sleep for a while. Or enjoy a lovely cycling tour with your senior dog! Whether you go cycling or walking, this multifunctional dog trailer ensures that you and your dog can explore the world together, even if it seems limited due to disability.
This sporty bike has a streamlined design. There is a lot of ventilation. The large pneumatic tyres ensure maximum comfort and a lot of attention has also been paid to safety. For example, extra strong hooks have been placed in the cabin to safely secure your loyal four-legged friend. Use the Sporty Dog Trailer for cycling or walking – an iconic InnoPet product.
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			Why you and your dog will love InnoPet
		
	
			
							
					Safety
				

							
					Comfort
				

							
					Service
				

							
					Sustainable
				

					


		
							
											Safety above all for your pet.

					
											
							Products for your beloved four-legged friend should be as safe as possible. Our strollers and bike trailers have been developed, keeping that thought in mind. You can recognize them by the strong frame and the high-quality materials. Because we are convinced of our quality, we always offer a two-year manufacturer’s warranty.


						

					
									

							
											Ultimate comfort. For dog and owner. 

					
											
							Comfortable on an adventure? Our products are fitted with all modern conveniences. Large, damping wheels, breathable fabric, easy installation without tools and an easy folding system.


						

					
									

							
											Bringing back happiness. Also if we can help you.

					
											
							Is something wrong with your dog pram of bike trailer? Or do you have a question or need assistance in picking the right product? We are always at your service. For example, we are happy to advise you on the best choice and we have all spare parts in stock, in case something breaks.


						

					
									

							
											Recycled materials and less plastic.

					
											
							We believe it is important that our products make a positive impact on people, animals, and the environment. That’s why we produce and package more products eco-friendly and minimize the use of plastic.


						

					
									

					

	

                                            

                

            

        

    

	
	
		
							How our customers experience our products

										
					Of course we can tell you that many dogs are already happy with our products, but their pa(w)rents can do this much better.
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									Reviews total
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				Average experience
			

		


					
									
	
					Orlaith Franklin

							Submitted on
				19-03-2024
		
					
				After much research I settled on this buggy for my dog who recently went blind. It has lived up to my expectations. It has great suspension so my dog feels safe and it wheels very well over all types of terrain....I have even gone jogging with it! It is very easy to collapse & put in the car boot. My dog loves sitting up in it and it is great for busy places. If he gets tired there is lots of space for him to lie down also. There's even enough space to fit another two little dogs in with him also! All in all, I'd highly recommend 👌
			

		
					Read more...
		
		
					
									
						Bought a:

						InnoPet Comfort EFA ECO
					

				
									
						
					

								
  
			
			




									
	
					Renate Trinks

							Submitted on
				15-03-2024
		
					
				De Innopet comfort efa eco is super gemakkelijk in elkaar te zetten en biedt geweldig rij comfort voor zowel hond als baasje.
			

		
					Read more...
		
		
					
									
						Bought a:

						InnoPet Comfort EFA ECO
					

				
									
						
					

								
  
			
			




									
	
					Orlaith Franklin

							Submitted on
				14-03-2024
		
					
				My little dog went blind last year and after much research I settled on this buggy & it didn't disappoint! It's very sturdy & has good suspension, easy to collapse & put in the car boot. It is suitable for all ground surfaces ...we have even done parkrun on very uneven surfaces!  It's easy to jog with and the raincover works well. Teddy my dog loves to sit up and take everything in (although there is loads of space also 
should he feel like lying down. Although more expensive than other buggies, it is worth it in my opinion. Overall I'm delighted with it and it's given my dog back some freedom & confidence. And another couple of dogs could easily fit in if needed!
			

		
					Read more...
		
		
					
									
						Bought a:

						InnoPet Comfort EFA ECO
					

				
									
						
					

								
  
			
			




							

			



	

	
					
Subscribe to our newsletter

		
					
				Would you like to receive relevant tips and tricks for you and your loyal four-legged friend? And stay up-to-date about our latest products and promotions? Sign up for our newsletter.
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        Cookie settings 🍪


        The InnoPet website uses cookies to provide you with a better user experience, analyse website traffic and optimise advertisements. If you want to know which cookies we use, please read the cookie details. Choose one of the following options to select your preferences.
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                Only use the basic functionalities that make the website work properly.
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            Do you want to read more about how we use cookies and collect data? Read our privacy policy.
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